ABSTRACT In order to obtain evaluation information about the various aspects of products or services, the Fine-grained Topic Sentiment Unification (FG-TSU) model is proposed based on the improvement of LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) model. Firstly, the topics are divided into local and global topics. And the sliding window is introduced to lower co-occurrence information from document to sentence level, to implement fine-grained extraction of local topics. Secondly, the indicator variables are used to distinguish aspects and opinions. Finally, we incorporate the sentiment layer into LDA model to obtain the sentiment polarity of the whole review and specific aspects. The datasets of hotel and mobile phone are selected to verify the domain adaptability of this model. The experimental results verified the feasibility of FG-TSU model in the realization of opinion mining.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of online shopping, E-commerce reviews have shown an explosive growth. The online comments are usually unstructured with a large number of colloquial texts. And many of comments do not conform to the syntactic structure. Given that above questions, it is obviously impossible to read reviews one by one for potential consumers. And the one-sided results may be obtained if only reading part of reviews. How to enable customers to receive valuable review information quickly has become the question to be solved. In the case, the opinion mining is introduced. The traditional opinion mining mainly focused on the coarsegrained sentiment classification at the document and sentence level. The method could provide the emotional analysis based on the whole comment [1] . Consumers can only learn about the general evaluation of the product or service, but not understand the special aspects of evaluation information. In indeed,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Rongbo Zhu. the comments involve multiple aspects in the evaluation of products or services [2] . For example, comments on mobile phones often relate to the appearance and system of mobile phones. Potential consumers need to know the comments on specific aspects of the product or service [3] . Meanwhile, marketers also need to get more acquainted with the advantages and disadvantages in specific aspects to improve product design and provide consumers with personalized products and services. Therefore, coarse-grained viewpoint mining cannot effectively solve such needs. Moreover, it fails to mine the information related to sentiment evaluation on specific aspects of products or services to help users reduce information overload and cognitive cost [4] . In the paper, fine-grained opinion mining based on aspects of comment is proposed to extract aspects, the corresponding evaluations and sentiment analysis from online reviews. Finally, the evaluation summary can be provided to customers.
Prior research on fine-grained opinion mining is based on manual definition, frequency and supervised learning [5] - [7] . But these methods have some limitations. Firstly, the manual definition method refers that experts put forward the definition and characteristic words in different domains. That not only costs a lot of time and labor, but also has poor portability and adaptability. Secondly, frequency-based method has redundancy in evaluating feature set and the inadequacy of clustering semantically related feature words. Also, the discrimination of emotional words is generally ineffective for Chinese vocabulary. Thirdly, the supervised learning method consumes large amounts of labor and time costs to complete manual labeling of data sets. And the quality of the training corpus will affect the results obtained, and it is difficult to obtain adequate and correct corpus. Furthermore, supervised learning methods are generally applied to specific areas, and can not be widely used.
In this paper, we propose the Fine-Grained Topic Sentiment Unification (FG-TSU) model based on the extended LDA model. The current topic-based model usually involves one or two sub-tasks in fine-grained opinion mining. Therefore, how to construct the topic model to complete three aspects extraction of the evaluated entity is the purpose of the study. In the study, the sentiment layer is incorporated to the LDA model to provide the analysis of sentiment orientation. As a result, the aspects, opinions, the sentiment polarity of the whole document and each topic can be extracted. Through the above improvements, the comments in the corpus are automatically summarized and analyzed, and the evaluation summary is generated.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: (1) The study divided the topic into local and global topic to extract the aspects of comments. (2) The aspect and opinion words can be distinguished in the FG-TSU model. (3) We extend the LDA model to achieve emotional tendency analysis. (4) The sentiment dictionary and design of the asymmetric parameter with the prior knowledge of sentiment are combined to get a better emotion classification effect.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work, followed by the improved fine-grained topic sentiment model in Section 3. The experiment is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 shows the simulation experiment results and discussions, and section 6 concludes the paper with summary and future research directions.
II. RELATED WORK A. RESEARCH ON COARSE-GRAINED OPINION MINING
The traditional opinion mining is coarse-grained mining and the analysis of sentiment orientations based on the document and sentence level. It is used to judge the overall sentiment orientations. It includes machine learning [1] , [2] and semantic-based method [3] , [4] . Machine learning is generally processed by text preprocessing, feature selection, classifier processing and so on. The classifier includes a Maximum Entropy Model (MaxEnt), Naïve Bayesian Model (NBM), and Support Vector Machine (SVM). However, it requires a large number of training samples with commentary texts artificially marked to train the model. The establishment of training sample sets requires manual annotation of a large number of comment texts, which wastes the time and labor costs of reading. Additionally, the performance of the classifier depends on features selection [8] . The other method is based on semantics, which firstly identifies the emotional words, then scored the emotional orientation [9] , and finally calculated the positive and negative scores of the whole document or sentence to determine the emotional polarity. For example, Turney [3] used adjectives and adverb phrases in comments as emotional words, and extracted these phrases through partof-speech tagging and pre-determined rules, then calculated the points between the phrase and the positive and negative words.
B. RESEARCH ON FINE-GRAINED OPINION MINING
Opinion mining includes document-level, sentence-level and aspect-level. Document-level opinion mining is the emotional classification of the whole comment. Sentence-level is the emotional classification of commentary sentences [10] . Neither of them can get specific details of comments. Aspectlevel opinion mining is also called fine-grained opinion mining, which is to refine the evaluation entities in the comments, and analyze the specific opinion or emotional tendencies [11] . In recent years, as consumers pay more attention to the special information of the function, property and other aspects [12] , [13] , the fine-grained opinion mining has become the research hotspot. For example, the comment ''the appearance of iPhone 6 phone is very beautiful, but the price is a little high'' reflects the evaluation from the aspect of appearance and price. The comments show the commendatory emotions in appearance and derogatory emotions in price. It can be seen that fine-grained opinion mining achieves the deeper task, which can obtain the emotional opinion information of an evaluated entity and its related aspects, and can better meet the needs of users.
The goal of fine-grained viewpoint mining is to extract the evaluated entities and the corresponding emotions from comments, and generate evaluation summaries (not involving the elements of time and viewpoint holders). Therefore, fine-grained opinion mining involves core tasks such as the extraction of evaluated entities, the extraction of opinion words and the analysis of emotional tendency. Figure 2 shows the flow chart of fine-grained opinion mining.
C. LDA MODEL
LDA model was proposed by Blei et al. [14] in 2003. LDA model is a three-level Bayesian probability model including document, subject and word. It regards a document as the probability distribution composed of multiple topics, and each topic can be regarded as a probability distribution involving many words. The LDA model diagram is shown in Figure 3 . LDA model follows the hypothesis of word bag model. A document is regarded as a word frequency vector, which converts text information into digital information without considering the order of words. The hypothesis provides the improvement direction of the model.
LDA is an unsupervised learning method, assuming that the comment is made up of a number of topics by a certain proportion, and each topic can be represented by a probability distribution of the glossary. Titov and McDonald [5] proposed a multi-grained Latent Dirichlet Allocation (MG-LDA) model that divides topics into global and local topics. Later, they proposed the Multi-Aspect Sentiment (MAS) model on the basis of the structure of the MG-LDA, achieving the link from the local topic to the corresponding sentiment orientation. Jo and Oh [15] proposed sentence-LDA by assuming that each word in a sentence corresponded to a single topic, and identified key topics in restaurant and electronic domain. However, the above model can't distinguish aspects and opinions, and few studies combined topic modeling and sentiment analysis to provide a topic-based review summary of the product or service [16] . That serves as a motivation for combining the inference of diverse trained LDA models to classify each review sentences into the most related topic. In the study, we propose Fine-Grained Topic Sentiment Unification (FG-TSU) model to judge the overall sentiment orientations.
III. THE FINE-GRAINED TOPIC SENTIMENT UNIFICATION MODEL A. METHODOLOGY 1) THE TOPIC SENTIMENT UNIFICATION MODEL: JST, ASUM
The LDA model is a three-layer Bayesian probability model including document, topic and word. The JST model is a fourlayer Bayesian network model, incorporating the sentiment layer to the three-layer structure of LDA. The generation of topics depends on sentimental dimensions [17] - [19] . The generation of the word depends on sentiment and subject. The diagram of the Bayesian model of JST is shown in Figure. 4 (a). Li et al. [20] demonstrated JST as a method to summarize eWOM by revealing the aspects of products that consumers are happy or concerned about. The ASUM model assumed that the words in a sentence are from the same topic and sentiment, and this assumption changed the information level of words from document to sentence level. The difference between JST and ASUM is that ASUM constrained the words in a single sentence to the same language model, while JST allowed individual word from different language models [21] . Thus, all the words in a sentence are generated by the same sentiment and aspect. The probability model of ASUM is shown in Figure. 4 (b).
2) SLIDING WINDOW
This paper is to identify the aspects from document to sentence level. One method is the assumption that all words of a sentence come from one topic (such as the ASUM model). Other ways proposed by Titov and McDonald [5] are used to divide the topic into global and local topic. They extracted local topics with sliding window. Each sliding window v has a local or global topic distribution. The words can be sampled from any sliding window that covers the sentence t, and the selection of sliding windows depends on the distribution of sliding windows. For example, if there is a comment with five sentences, the size of the sliding window is three. Then there will be seven types of windows, such as {s1}, {s1, s2}, {s1, s2, s3}, {s2, s3, s4}, {s3, s4, s5}, {s4, s5} and {s5}. Assuming that the sentence s3 has ten words, two words are from {s1, s2, s3}, two words from {s2, s3, s4}, and the other six are from {s3, s4, s5}. More specially, the distribution of the sliding window in the s2 is 0.2, 0.2, and 0.6 respectively. The sliding window can be used to solve the problem of insufficient word co-occurrence of a single sentence [6] . The entity is extracted by sliding window. 
B. SENTIMENT LEXICON
The sentiment lexicon is composed of words or phrases that are generally divided into commendatory and derogatory terms with obvious sentiment orientations [9] , [10] . In this paper, sentiment lexicon has two functions. On the one hand, it is used to distinguish aspect words from opinion words. On the other hand, it can integrate the prior information of sentiment lexicon to make the model emotional analysis more accurate.
This study designed the asymmetric parameters ρ and β to reward and punish the probability of occurrence of words through the sentiment priori. ρ is used to indicate whether a word is rewarded and not rewarded. β reflects the intensity.
If the sentiment tagging of the current word is l, ρ (w, l) is as follows.
w is the same as the emotion tag l −1, w is different from the emotion tag l 0, Ordinay words
If the sentiment tagging of the current word β is l, the prior distribution parameters of the word w is as follows.
Take ''beautiful'' as an example, if the current sentiment tagging assigned is commendatory, then ρ (w,l) = 1, β (ρ (w,l)) = β 1 , and we reward ''beautiful''. If the current sentiment tagging assigned is derogatory, then ρ (w,l) = −1, β (ρ (w,l)) = β 2 , and we punish ''beautiful''. If a word belongs to the ordinary words, the current sentiment tagging assigned is derogatory or commendatory, then ρ (w,l) = 0, β (ρ (w,l)) = β 3 .
C. THE FG-TSU MODEL
This paper presents FG-TSU model by dividing topics into local and global topics in extractions of aspects of product.
The sliding window is used to capture the local topics, and the information of document level is reduced to the information of sentence level [7] . We introduce the variables of word type and the indicative variables to achieve the separation of aspects and opinions. The research model adds sentiment layer based on the LDA model, so we can extract aspects and opinions, the sentiment polarity of the whole document. Through the above improvement, the comments in the corpus are automatically summarized and analyzed. The probability model of FG-TSU is shown in Figure.4 (c) . The symbolic meaning of the model is shown in Table 1 .
The steps of the document generation are based on the FG-TSU model:
Step1: For each sentiment tag l, sample word distribution of global topic K gl accords with ϕ This paper introduces the variable of word type p and the indicator variable x to distinguish aspects and opinions. Because sentiment lexicon can perfectly determine the sentiment polarity and wonderfully distinguish between aspects and opinions without manually labeling, two variables are constructed through sentiment lexicon. This model assumes that the words in sentiment lexicon are more likely to be opinions.
In this paper, Gibbs sampling is used to estimate the parameters in the FG-TSU model. The derivation process is similar to LDA [8] , [9] . We estimate the subject of the sampling words, topic type, emotion and the conditional probability distribution of window.
z −i , r −i , and v −i represent the allocation of the topic of words, the allocation of the selection of global/local topic and the allocation of sliding window respectively. First of all, we obtain the joint probability distribution of all words, sliding windows, the selection of global/local topic, topics and sentiment: P (w, v, r, z, l) = P (w|z, r, l) P (v, z, r, l)
For P (w|z, r, l), ϕ r l is introduced to integral and derive the formula. 
For P (v), ψ is introduced to integral and derive the formula.
For P (l) , π is introduced to integral and derive the formula.
For P (r|v), δ is introduced to integral and derive the formula. Finally, θ loc , θ gl are introduced to integral and derive the formula.
By the formula (3) to (6), we can get the conditional probability that Gibbs sampling w i appears in the sliding window v of the sentence m and the word belongs to the global topic z and the emotion tag l. As is shown in formula (8) , the number of the variable n in the following formula excludes the current word w i .
Similarly, we can get conditional probability that w i appears in the sliding window v of the sentence m and the word belongs to the local topic z and the emotion tag l. As is shown in formula (9) .
For a local topic, the conditional probability of word type c is shown in formula (10) .
By using Gibbs sampling on the above formula (9), (10), and (11), the estimation probability of FG-TSU model can VOLUME 7, 2019 be obtained. For example, the distribution of document and sentiment (π ), the distribution of sentiment, local topic and word (ϕ loc ) and the distribution of sentiment, global topic and word (ϕ loc ).
The sentiment distribution in the local topic of each sentence is the sentiment distribution probability of aspect.
The probability of sentiment distribution in each comment is estimated as follows:
During the process of Gibbs sampling, samples were processed by the formula (8), (9) and iterated continuously. At the same time, we get the sentiment orientations of reviews, aspects, sentiments as well as corresponding sentiments according to the formula (12), (13) , (16) .
IV. EXPERIMENT A. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
This paper used two datasets of online reviews to verify the applicability of the proposed model in cross-domain data. One is the set of 4000 Chinese hotel reviews collected by Tan Songbo in Chinese Academy of Sciences. The other is the mobile phone comments crawled from Amazon website from 2014 to 2016. Firstly, the data set need to be processed, such as sentence segmentation, word segmentation, and the deletion of stop words and the low frequency words. Finally, a total of 8000 comments is obtained. For the comments of mobile phone, the emotional polarity tag is not marked. In the study, the comment below 3 stars is marked as derogatory emotion, and 3 stars as derogatory emotion. The comments above 3 stars are marked as commendatory emotion. The experimental data set of mobile phone includes 2000 items randomly selected from the data of derogatory emotion, and 2000 items from the commendatory emotion data set. The relevant description statistics are shown in Table 3 .
B. PARAMETER SETTING
In this paper, the FG-TSU model is sampled by Gibbs sampling algorithm, and the super parameters are set according to the empirical values of prior literature. For instance, α loc = 0.5, α gl = 0.5, α mix loc = 0.4, α mix gl = 0.01, β gl = 0.01, β loc = 0.001, γ = 0.01, µ = 0.1, the size of sliding window is 3, and the number of iterations is 500. In this paper, Python and Java are used as development languages. Python based on Scrapy framework is used to crawl online comments, and MongoDB is used as data storage.
C. EVALUATION METHOD 1) TOPIC DISCOVERY
In this study, the topic refers to the evaluated entity. The FG-TSU model is compared with the traditional LDA model and the MG-LDA model. The purpose is to measure the quality of the model in terms of topic extraction. Coherence measure (CM) based on the manual judgment is used to evaluate our experimental results. Four commentators who are familiar with online reviews are invited to take the first 10 candidate words in each topic extracted by the model. Then, commentators can assess whether an understandable aspect can be abstracted from most words in a subject. If words in a topic can't be abstracted as a related aspect, the ten words will be marked as irrelevant. Otherwise they will be marked as relevant. CM represents the ratio of the number of related words in the subject to total number of candidate words. For each data set, ten topics are chosen for evaluation.
2) OPINION RECOGNITION
The design of this experiment is to verify the accuracy of the model by recognizing opinions. The FG-TSU model is compared with ASUM and JST model. The rules that used to determine the accuracy of opinions recognition are the accuracy of the sentiment polarity of opinions and the rationality of expressing corresponding aspects' opinions. For instance, it is correct to describe the phone battery with ''fast'' and ''poor'', but it is inappropriate to use ''beautiful'' and ''ugly''. The reason why we can't predict the number of opinions is that the decorating opinions are generated by the topic model through probabilistic sorting. Precision@ 5 and 10 in information retrieval are used in the study. For each of the fields, we manually selected six topics (three commendatory topics and three derogatory topics) that relevant aspects are clear. And then we calculate the average accuracy of opinions recognition based on Precision@ N. As the JST model and ASUM model can't distinguish aspects and opinions, we allow four commentators to manually identify and extract the top opinions in the two models.
3) SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
The comment dataset has commendatory and derogatory sentiments. The FG-TSU model is compared with ASUM model and JST model to prove the feasibility and precision in sentiment analysis. In this paper, we measure the experimental results by precision, recall, and F-score.
A indicates the number of comments that the sentiment orientation is p and the prediction is also p. B stands for the number of comments that the sentiment orientation is p and the prediction is not p.C represents the number of comments that the sentiment orientation is not p but the prediction is p.
In practice, there is a negative correlation between accuracy rate and recall rate. F can balance the accuracy rate and recall rate. When F is larger, the experimental method is regarded as a better method.
Most extant researches on classification of sentiment orientations are based on commendatory and derogatory term. The commendatory sentiment is represented by l = 1, and derogatory sentiment is used by l = 0. Moreover, if P(l = 1|d) is larger than P(l = 0|d), the sentiment classification of comment d is commendatory, and vice versa.
We will directly get document-sentiment distribution π in document d after the FG-TSU model converged by 
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The FG-TSU model is used to mine the experimental reviews, such as the extraction of aspects' characteristics, opinion and sentiment analysis of comments. Three experiments were carried out to quantitatively evaluate the validity of the model such as the quality of topic distillation, opinion distillation and sentiment analysis.
A. TOPIC DISCOVERY
From Table 4 and Table 5 , it can be found that the FG-TSU model does better in mining the representative and cohesive characteristic words than LDA. The FG-TSU model is worse than MG-LDA on the hotel data, probably because of the incorporation of the sentiment layer in sentiment analysis. and the JST model is the worst in both fields. Compared with the ASUM model, the FG-TSU model improved precision by 8% and 11% respectively at the level of 5% and 10%. The Cohen's Kappa of P@5 and P@10 are 0.812 and 0.801 respectively. So it can be seen that the introduction of sentiment lexicon and indicative variables is practical in distinguishing aspects and sentimental words.
C. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
The proposed model is compared with the ASUM model and the JST model. Results of sentiment orientations obtained by various models are shown in Table 6 and 7 (without sentiment priori).
Compared with the two experimental data sets of hotel and mobile phone, the FG-TSU model shows the best result in sentiment classification. From Table 6 and Table 7 , the FG-TSU model and ASUM model are better than the JST model, which indicated that good aspect recognition is effective in sentiment classification. Figure 7 to Figure 9 show the comparison results. The FG-TSU model is slightly better than the ASUM model, which means that it is better to identify the entities by sliding window than to assume that the words come from the same aspect. The results show that the FG-TSU model is the best in sentiment classification. In addition, the sentiment lexicon is used to improve the accuracy of sentiment classification. We used the sentiment lexicon ''HowNet'' which includes about 5000 positive vocabularies and 5000 negative vocabularies. The experimental results are shown in Table 8 . After incorporating the asymmetric parameters into the priori of sentiment lexicon, the accuracy rate of sentiment classification in the mobile phone and hotel data sets increased by 4.67% and 5.75% respectively. The results showed that the FG-TSU model can be used to improve the accuracy rate of sentiment classification by setting the asymmetric parameters ρ and β.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Opinion mining is not only conducive to provide consumers and vendors with intuitive and comprehensive product evaluation, but also help them make reasonable decisions. Based on the LDA model, this paper proposes a fine-grained topic sentiment hybrid model (FG-TSU model), which can simultaneously complete aspect extraction, opinion recognition and sentiment analysis. We test the validity and accuracy of the FG-TSU model proposed from the perspective of quantitative analysis. The quantitative analysis mainly includes three experiments: topic discovery, opinion recognition and sentiment analysis. Through the experiments, the feasibility and effectiveness of the FG-TSU model are verified. The following theorical and practical implications are worth mentioning.
(1) The LDA model regards documents as word frequency sets, and uses document-level word information to co-present and identify topics, making the topic clustering granularity coarser and unable to identify the evaluated entities. Therefore, this paper firstly divides the topic into local and global topic, and introduces sliding window technology to capture the local topic corresponding to the evaluated entity.
(2) Given that the output results of the topic model are key words and opinion words, the variable p is introduced to distinguish the words. 0 and 1 represent the aspects and views respectively. x is used to determine whether word is in the sentiment dictionary, and introduced two parameters λ O and λ A as priori information to determine word is key word or opinion word. λ O is used to determine what extent emotion dictionary is depended to distinguish opinion words. λ A is used to measure how much we believe that the words not in emotional dictionary is described. In this way, aspect words and opinion words can be distinguished.
(3) This paper extends the LDA model to achieve emotional tendency analysis. The sentiment level is joined between the document and topic layer. By considering sentiment and subject at the same time, sentiment classification of text can give commendatory and derogatory feelings about the aspects of evaluated entities.
(4) In order to get a better emotion classification effect, this paper combines the sentiment dictionary and design of the asymmetric parameter with the prior knowledge of sentiment. So the probability that the emotional word is allocated to its real emotion is high.
Although the contributions of the research are highlighted, there are still some limitations. The definition of opinions could involve the opinions holder and time. When the time layer is added to the model, we can understand the changes in user tastes and concerns in real time. When the user layer is added to the opinion model, we can provide personalized feedback, find similar users and give personalized recommendations. Therefore, the FG-TSU model can be extended by integrating the elements of time and user, and the information of word order between words can be taken into account in the future.
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